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The Crawler Cable Camera Box is designed, manufactured, and tested to 


enable us to reveal the beauty under water in Cabrillo Marin Aquarium at the same 


time acquiring the aquarium visitors’ attention towards science and how it enable 


aquarium visitors to observe the beauty of under water and study the marine life. The 


Crawler Cable Camera Box is designed to work on a simple cable crawling 


mechanism which is powered by high torque motor located inside the waterproofed 


Aluminum case. 


This amazing aquarium tool is improved by adding or modifying vital 


components like thenew camera, thenew addition of casting wheels, the waterproof 


case crawler, and plastic coded cablesthat crawls with the help of the high torque 


motor. The carrying cable is set up in the Cabrillo pier in such a way that one end is 


fixed and the other end has the cable management system. To enable the crawler box 


to move on the cable, a battery power source is used and it is controlled using a 


forward and reverse switch. 
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CHAPTER 1 


INTRODUCTION 


ConceptandDevelopment ofCable Crawler Box 


At the outset, it can be affirmed that there are a lot of beautiful creatures 


under water in the Cabrillo Aquarium that can be exploredfor educational as well as 


recreational purposes. However, it is worth stating that the effective exploration of 


marine life under water such as the Cabrillo Marine Aquarium can be challenging to 


the aquarium and its visitors (Costello, et al., 2012). The rationale behind this claim 


is that necessary devices and equipment required for such exploration are yet to be 


designed. In addition, the thorough analysis of the exact equipment needed for the 


aforementioned exploration is quite involving and probably the reason why the state-


of-the-art explorative devices have not been invented and/or designed.Therefore, the 


concept of inventing a device came in to help reveal the marine life and its beauty 


under water to the aquarium guests. The Cable Crawler Box will help attract more 


visitors as well as childrento the Cabrillo Aquarium to view life under water and 


study marina life and discover how science and engineering can bring them close to 


nature and explore life under water (Lee & Wilmoth, 2003). 


The abovementioned cable crawler box operateson the cable crawling 


mechanism where the cable(s) is engaged and then have the box propelled. The 


mechanism is powered by a high torque motor that is incorporated within the box’s 


waterproof aluminum casing. Furthermore, the cable crawler is fitted with cable 


tensioners and gears which are arranged in such a manner as to provide adequate and 
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sufficient tension and grip to the cable. The box casing is then equipped with a 


waterproof marine camera which aids in obtaining a clear view of the underwater 


hence making it easier to explore the creatures therein. 


Furthermore, the Cabrillo Marine Aquarium also provides a number of school 


programs. The key of such programs and which arecrucial as far as this project is 


concerned are the discovery laboratories. A keen scrutiny of the nature as well as the 


requirements of such programs will reveal that accurate and quality details 


(otherwise referred to as data) are required if at all the desiredobservations and hence 


conclusions are the goals that ought to be achieved. This calls for precise and 


accurate equipment and tools that can help inmaking the details of the ‘specimen’ 


easily available to the researchers (Pearce, 2012). Thecable crawler box to be 


designedis one of the precise equipment that will enhance the aforementioned 


research and educational programs since it can enable the researchers view the 


underwater creatures in any given or desired direction. In addition, the fact that the 


designed cable crawler offers additional degree of freedom in the z-axis as a result of 


feeding more cables implies the said discovery laboratory exerciseswill be executed 


with much ease but resulting in acquisition of adequate details for research. 


Besides, the recent expansion which entailed incorporation of a research 


library (the Virginia Reed Moore), an Aquatic Nursery, a foundation courtyard (the 


S. M. Taper), and anexploration center calls for effective equipment that will as well 


aid in achieving the primary goals of the various centers mentioned. That is, in order 


to fully bring the best out of these centers, equipment that are capable of clearly and 
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adequately display the contents of the aquarium have to be invented. With the design 


aiming at a portable cable crawler, such a clear display will definitely be achieved. 


In terms of development, the project aims at designing a cable crawler box 


whose main goal is to reveal the beauty under besides making such underwater 


beauty readily available to people. This will in turn aid in promotion and exhibition 


of scientific projectsthat will be reveal some of the ways in which science has greatly 


improved the daily activities of many, if not all, individuals around the globe. In 


order to achieve the above goals, the crawler box is designed in such a way as to 


conform to three main design considerations. Foremost, cable tangling aspect is to be 


effectively handledby ensuring cable tension is appropriately maintained through the 


use of cable tensioners. Secondly, since the environment requires a portable device 


so as to enable viewing of broader underwater area, the crawler will be made 


portable via deployment of portable stands on both ends.Finally, the crawler will be 


fed by more cables so as to provide additional degree of freedom in the z-axis. 


In a nutshell, design of such state-of-the-art exploration devices will, 


undoubtedly, promote invention of many more centers that will benefit the 


community at large. With technological advancements, many programs that could 


not be developed become more feasible hence realizable. Figure 1 below displays the 


advanced cable crawler box that this project will realize at the very end. The design 


process is executed in a number of phases which include: cable crawler design (as in 


figure 1), cable management design (as in figure 2), cable winder design (as in figure 


20), and camera and temperature sensor interfacing as comprehensively outlined in 


chapter 3 of this project. 
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Figure 1.The Cable Crawler Box 


From figure 1, it can be seen thatthe cable crawler to be designed is to have 


waterproof castors. These castors are vital in enhancing mobility of the equipment. 


The system required to manage the cables utilized in this case is as shown in 


figure 2 below. From the figure, the system is to have a cable feeder rotating in a 


clockwise directionto facilitate effective and tangle free cable feeding process. As 


well, the system has a spool which aids in efficient as well as tangle free cable 


retraction. There is a cable tensioner as well which can be utilized to vary the tension 


on the cables. Other features of the system include the cleat which is used in fixing 
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the cable once a desired length has been selected, and a pair of dynamic dampers 


used in absorbing the external forces exerted on the cables. 


 


Figure 2.A Cable Management System 


 


With a well-designed cable management system (to be substantiated in 


chapter 3), the targeted system is to appear as in figure 3 below. In the same figure 3 


below, it can be seen that one end of the cables will be fixed whereas the other end 


flexible. As such, the behavior of the cable crawler box in the water will be as 


depicted in figures 3, 4 and 5 below. 
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Figure 3. Motion of the crawler underwater 


As in figure 2 above, the motion of the crawler in the axes ZC, YC, and XC is 


illustrated. On the other hand, a theoretical illustration of the same is done in figure 3 


which indicates that the axis consideration is only made at cable management side 


where there is a cable feeder as well as the cable retractor (spool). The other end of 


the cable is fixed. 


 


Figure 4.The movement of the crawler - p2 
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Figure 4 below further illustrates how the cable crawler box moves vertically 


underwater. 


 


Figure 5.Vertical movement of the Cable Crawler with the cable feeder 


 From figure 4 above, it is worth noting that the cable to the cable crawler is fed 


(and retracted) from one end whereas the other end is fixed. As such, the crawler sinks 


based on the cable feeding process. 


BackgroundandHistory 


The history of the aquarium dates back in 1935 when it was established as 


anassortment of marine sampleswarehousedin the Cabrillo Beach Bathhouse. Fourteen 


years later, the structure of the aquarium changed when J. Olguin, the Cabrillo Beach 


lifeguards captain by then, became the museum’ director ad in turn startedoffering 


impromptu tours to the groups of the visiting schools in addition to initiating the widely 


held evening series of observingvarious marine animals and their habitats (White, n.d.). 


By the year 1981, a newer museum worth three million US dollars designed by F. 
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Gehry was opened, a move that saw the older one closing.During the course of the 


1990s, there were several significant changes as well as developmental growth of the 


museum hence the subsequent renaming to Cabrillo Marine Aquarium from its older 


name Cabrillo Marine Museum. This implies that the collections therein reflected 


something more than just a museum. The public programs sectors were expanded by 


adding sea rangers, discovery laboratories, in addition to expanding the building in 


2004 which saw an exploration center, a research library, a foundation courtyard, and 


an aquatic nursery incorporated (White, n.d.). 


As a result, the aquarium has been exhibiting Southern California’s rich diversity 


and adaptations of their local sea life through a combination of aquaria, interpretive 


displays, and museum collections. The aforementionedCabrillo Marine 


Aquarium’s Susanne Lawrenz-Miller Exhibit Hall, Exploration Center, Aquatic 


Nursery and Virginia Reid Moore Marine Research Library all constitute a peculiar 


science education facility where visitors of all ages can pursue informal marine biology 


education, ecological awareness, and scientific research training. These complex topics 


are made fun and accessible by the creative and informative exhibits such as this 


project’s cable crawler box which enhances clear display of the contents therein 


(Sumich & Morrissey, 2004). 


The San Pedro Cabrillo Marine Pier is located in the north end of Los Angeles 


harbor break-water. This pier extends about 1200 feet into San Pedro’s Harbor, which 


was built in 1969. The concentration of the marine life is richer under and around the 


pier, which calls for a precise device to enable effective and clear exploration of such 


marine life. As such, the aforesaid attractiveness as well as richness of the marine 
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lifearound the pier of the spot makes the deployment of the Cable Crawler Box in 


exploration the marine life a very suitable option. 


The Project Limitation 


 Despite the fact that this project aims at achieving all of the objectives outlined 


in chapter two below, there are a number of limitations that are worth considering. The 


process of pinpointing these limitation serves a vital role of establishing the premise 


upon which the future research can be carried out so as to ensure invention and design 


of a more advanced cable crawler box.  Some of the key project limitations are hereby 


outlined. 


 Foremost, the cable crawler box is limited to the length of the cables. That is, the 


crawler can only go deep into the sea as based on how long the cables used are. Thus, 


the wire length depth acts as a key limitation as far as the extent to which the box can 


go is concerned. Also, the design is restricted to slightly warmer conditions. This 


implies that the design is unlikely to be deployed to Polar Regions where temperatures 


are very low.Lastly, finer as well as clearer cameras (probably high definition ones) are 


required so as to enhance the vision in addition to increasing the observation distance.
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CHAPTER 2 


OBJECTIVES 


The Main Objective 


To design a cable crawler box that will aid in revealing the beauty of the 


underwater and make it available to the people while at the same time promoting as 


well as exhibiting science projects so as to depict the manner in which science has made 


the life of most, if not all, people easier, exploring, andcomfortable. 


The Specific Objectives 


1. To incorporate portable stands on both ends of the cable crawler box so as to 


make it possible for the users to view the marine life more effectively. 


2. To utilize the cable tensioners to control the tension on the cables so as to avoid a 


cable tangling up, besideshaving the crawler load perfectly maintained along the 


axial path comprising cable timing and the submersible camera. 


3. To provide additional degree of freedom in the z-axis via having more cables fed 


to the cable crawler to increase the range of motion, in result better view. 


4. To plan a wire connection that is waterproof so as to avoid water coming into 


contact with the electronic marine camera and the current to the crawler. 


5. To add waterproof casting wheels to improve mobility on seabed and to help 


prevent any damages to the tool in case of colliding or accidents.  


6. To fix spinner wheels so as to spool the tensioner released and/or collected cable 


7. To program and plant a string of electronic chipsets necessary to appropriately 


measure temperature and regulate the LED sensors. 
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CHAPTER 3 


DESIGN 


 The design of the cable crawler box is to be achieved through three key phases. 


These include: the cable management system design, design of the crawler box, the 


camera (two phases - Phase 1: Eken Camera, and phase 2 improved: Go pro hero 


camera), and a separate winder to manage the power cables. An LED control will be 


incorporated to the system so as to make it easier to locate the system in the dark, 


though a future enhancement in practice. 


Cable Crawler Box Design 


 The waterproof box of the cable crawler is mainly fabricated from five aluminum 


plates and one base aluminum plate with 0.34” in thickness which are welded together 


to make the crawler box. That is, the base plate is fastened to the body by 10 hex bolts. 


The dimensions of the aluminum box after welding all plates together are 9”x 5” x 6.5” 


(Length, Width, Height), which weighs 15 lbs. The rationale behind the selection of the 


aluminum material was its ability to withstand rusting and corrosion and it possesses 


abetterdurability under the pressure of sea water. The waterproofbox of the cable 


crawleris powered by a 12 Voltgeared torque motor inside the box which is used in car 


windows, water proof connector to eliminate water leakage inside the cable crawler 


box, the robber coted pulleys, and the casting wheels. The lid of the crawler box is 


made of transparent plastic material installed with 4 long bolts to the aluminum top 


plate of the box. The plastic lid shows the rubber coted pulleys on the top aluminum 


surface of the box.There is a rubber gasket which is between the base plate and the 


crawler body which is responsible for the waterproofing of the box. Some extra silicone 
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was used to increase the waterproof nature of the box in order to with stand the high 


pressures present deep underwater. 


 Finally, both sides of the box have two holes with 3/32” in diameter to allow 


cable translation through the pulley on the top of the box, which in turn move the cable 


crawler box from one place to another. 


The Waterproof Castors 


 To begin, it is worth recalling that one of the core objectives of this projects 


isdesigning a cable crawler box that is not only more flexible but also more mobile while 


under the sea. The former designs resulted in crawlers that had lower mobility hence 


hampering greatly on the intended underwater exploration. As an improvement, this 


project designed a crawler with waterproof castors. The key aim of employing the 


castors is to enhance mobility of the system which indeed was a success. Figures 6 and 7 


below depict the differences in the two models.  


 


Figure 6 A Crawler without castors - less mobility 
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Figure 7 A Crawler with castors - enhanced mobility 


The Power Cable 


 The wire used as a power cable is a high quality waterproof wire with 3 layers of 


protection. The first layer is a good quality waterproof jacket to provide a protection 


from water followed by the second layer of braided metal jacket whose major role is to 


offer protection from radio disturbances and also provide stiffness to the wire. Finally, 


there is an insulation to the core wires followed by the core itself to transmit the power to 


the crawler. Figure 8 below shows this cable. 


 


Figure 8 A cross-section of the power cable 


 The above cable is connected to the crawler through a special kind of waterproof 


connector used by the aerospace companies. It is a nickel cadmium- aluminum connector 


which is sun blasted in the inside in order for the silicon to be set for the waterproofing 
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purposes. This connector has three parts which are connected to each other by threading 


and have O-rings in between. One of the O-ring is on the face of the connector in contact 


with the crawler so that there is no water entering from the connecting point. Figure 9 


below shows connectors with the O-rings   


 


 


Figure 9 Connector showing O-rings 


In turn, this connector is mounted on the crawler using 4 -40’screws. In order to 


do so, threads were cut out on the crawler using a clearance drill of 0.0894 inch. The 


screw has an outer diameter of 0.1120 inches. Figure 10 belowshows how the connector 


is mounted on the crawler. 
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Figure 10 Connector fixed on the crawler 


 As mentioned before, the connector used in this project is waterproof and is made 


from an alloy of aluminum and nickel cadmium which makes it stronger and of high 


quality.As depicted in figure 10 above, four 4-40 screws with 0.1120 OD are used to 


fasten the connectors. A 0.0894 clearance drill was utilized prior to cutting out the inner 


threads. One of the three O-rings located at the fixing point is utilized in ensuring that 


there is no entry for water. 


Cable Management System 


 As already mentioned, the camera crawler works on the simple mechanism of 


cable crawling, a mechanism that is powered by a high torque motor present inside the 


waterproof Aluminum box itself. 
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Figure 10.1. High torque motor and plate showing gasket 


The gears are arranged in such a way that they provide enough tension and grip to the 


cable. A cable spool is used for cable retraction whereas a cable feeder employed in 


enhancing a tangle free cable feeding process. As depicted in 11 below, the two (spool 


and cable feeder rotate in opposite directions as the role of one is a reverse of the other. 


However, both enhance tangle free cable management process. 
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Figure 11.The initial design of the cable management system 


 Therefore, this implies that for effective cable crawling mechanism to be 


achieved, the selection of the suitable cable is a critical aspect not only for this project 


but any other project that employs this very same mechanism. Foremost,the cable to be 


selected has to be strong enough to withstand the crawler weight.As stipulated under the 


preceding section, the weight measured for the crawler box itself is 15 lb. However, 


upon submerging under sea water, the weight becomes around 6.5lb. because of the 


additional buoyance force acting on the crawler.  It is assumed that there isn’t substantial 


external force from the sea because the crawler is designed for controlled environment in 


the aquarium.  
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 In addition, the selection of cable color is critical. This is to say that not just any 


color should be utilized. Based on the area of application for the project, the cables 


selected must be visible enough under the sea. From the information above, the orange 


color plastic coated cable, 3/32in diameter, with 90lb load capacity is selected for the 


design of the cable crawler box. Figure 12below shows such cables. 


 


Figure 12.The Chosen cable color mounted on cable retractor for visibility reasons 


The Dynamic Damper 


 In addition to the mentioned parts of the cable management system, another 


component that is vital as far as the same systems is concerned is a pair of dynamic 


dampers. It is worth noting that there is a significant external force acting on the cables of 


the system, especially during its motion. Thus, in order to effectively minimize the effects 


of such external forces, a system that effectively absorbs them is required, and which is 


none other than a pair of dynamic dampers (Dan, Chen, & Xiao, 2014). The pair 


minimizes the effects of the aforementioned external forces by absorbing them. Figure 13 


below shows the pair of dynamic dampers used in the cable management system. 
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Figure 13.A pair of dynamic dampers (top view) used to absorb external forces on cables 


(pivot point setting on the center of the left pulley) 


 In addition, there are two tension springs(having 3.77 lb/in as the spring’s 


constant)for every damper which are used to have them connected in parallel. The 


housing of the pair of the damper isfabricated by acrylic followed by plastic cement 


pasting so as to have the integrity of the structure significantly improved. As well, two 


pulleys each having 1.75 in ODare chosen inside the housing so as to act as a guide to the 


cables. Figure 14 below shows how the pulleys guide the cable. 


 


Figure 14.A cable being guided by a set of pulleys inside the damper housing 


 In cases where there is an eternal force acting on the cable passing through the 


pulleys, the springs will in turn be pulled away from their normal equilibrium positions. 
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As a result, they will rotate along the system’spivot points. Immediately after the asserted 


force ceases, the system of the springs becomes sostronger that it is capable of pushing 


the cable so that it can regain its original equilibrium position. Figure 15 below shows a 


newer system with a pair of dynamic dampers. 


 


Figure 15. Cable guide system with a screen door slider to enhance cable winding 


 From the same figure 15above, it can be seen that the screen door slider greatly 


enhances cable winding process while at the same time ensuring that the cables do not get 


out of place. 


 The Selection of the spring – Mathematical Analysis 


Required: To determine the required spring constant for the system’s dynamic damper, 


denoted as k


The provided details include: 


req 


• The dynamic damper’s allowable angular motion, ∅ = 200  


• Weight of the cable crawler box, W = 15 lb 


• Two elastic springs connected in parallel 


• The distance between the centers of the pulley on every pair, d = 3 inches. 
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It is to be assumed that: 


• There is no external wave force that acts on the crawler as the surrounding is well 


regulated. 


• There is an even distribution of the weight of the cable crawler box 


With the provided information, the mathematical analysis to establish the spring constant 


is executed as follows: 


The arc length of the allowable motion, denoted asx is given as in equation [1] below; 


𝑥𝑥 = 𝑑𝑑 × ∅     (1) 


= 3𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ×
20𝜋𝜋
180


 


= 1.05𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 


However, the Hooke’s Law, one of the vital physics principle, stipulates that the required 


force in extending or compressing a helical spring is directly proportional to the 


extension (Graeme, 2002). 


Thus, every spring of the dynamic damper is acted upon by a force, F given as in 


equation [2] below; 


𝐹𝐹 =  𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑥𝑥                                                 (2) 


With weight, W given, force, F can be easily determined hence ktotal determined as 


follows; 


𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =
𝐹𝐹
𝑥𝑥


 


=
15 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙


2
1.05 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖


 


= 7.144 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙/𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 
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 Hence, with the two springs connected in parallel, the needed spring constant 


contributed by every single spring, kreg


 Therefore, numerically, the required mathematical spring constant of the dynamic 


damper system is 3.572 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙/𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 


can be easily determined as follows; 


𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡


2�  


𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
7.144𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙/𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖


2
 


𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 3.572 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙/𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 


 In a nutshell, the mathematical analysis above reveals that the needed spring 


constant of the dynamic damper springs is3.572 𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙/𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. Based on this analysis, a tension 


spring having a spring constant of 3.77 lb/in is deemed suitable for use on the system. 


 The Wire Retractor – Spool Cable 


 Just as the selection of the cable type as well color is vital, managing cables in 


such systems is of equal importance. The reason behind this assertion is that tangling up 


of cables, twisting, bending, and even getting damaged, especially longer ones, 


areprobable occurrences. Thus, a proper way of having the cables always organized is 


required. A cable retractor, as utilized in this project, is one of the best systems that help 


keep the cables always organized. The retractor as well helps put the tension experienced 


by the cables in check. By so doing, the cables are in proper control hence minimizing 


chances of external forces disorienting the system. Figure 16below shows the prototype 


made without the cable retractor. It can be clearly seen that managing the used cable and 


wires is a bit difficult. In order to improve on that, figure 17belowshows a design with a 
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cable spool. This prototype, undoubtedly, helps retract cables with much ease, tangle free 


in addition to keeping them properly organized. 


 


Figure 16 Design 1: Without Cable Spool 


 


Figure 17 Design 2: With Cable Spool 


 In addition, a thorough brainstorming process of how to further improve on the 


cable retractor revealed that a large and wider spool can effectively manage cables. As 


such, this project deploys such a cable retractor to manage the selected cables. Figure 


18below shows such a retractor. 
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Figure 18.A larger cable retractor for better cable management 


 As in figure 18above, it is clear that the new spool is wider but with a smaller 


radius. This feature makes accommodation of more cable wire possible. Also, the new 


spool has Acrylic sheet incorporated so as to enhance a rotation that is quitter smoother 


than before. The added acrylic also enhances a smoother transfer of power to the spool 


from the shaft in an effective manner. 


 The Cleat 


 One of the specificobjectives of this project is to foster increased flexibility of the 


cable crawler box, especially in the z-axis.In order to have this objective achieved, the 


length of the cables used on the system should be effectively regulated.As far as this 


project is concerned, a manual approach of adjusting the length of the cables is deployed. 


 Foremost, the component allows a desired length of the cable to be pulled from 


the cable retractor. A pair of cleats is then installed on the stand. After appropriately 


defining the cable length, the slots provided within thecleats are then locked with the 


cable therein, as figure 19 below depicts. As such, the cable is appropriately locked and 


maintained hence deterring any changes in the cables length.That is, the desired length of 


the cables is maintained (Ashley, 1993). This implies that an easier way to control the 
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crawler in the z-axis can is achieved after appropriate definition and fixing of cable 


length. 


 


 


Figure 19. A pair of cleats used to lock the cable 


Cable Winder 


 Another useful part of the cable management system. Cable winder as applied in 


this project plays a vital role of managing both the power cable and the camera wire. It as 


well helps in ensuring the two mentioned cables do not tangle up. The reason why cable 


retractor cannot be utilized in managing the power and camera cables, as it has been the 


norm in the past, is that such retractors could pull them from power sources as they could 


twist in the process. Therefore, a cable winder is deployed in ensuring that there are no 


possibilities of twisting and/or tangling hence maintain a clear contact with the power 


source thus an uninterrupted power supply is enhanced. 


 The winder has a hand crack which helps in driving a wheel that is coated with 


rubber in order to have the wire properly gripped onto the adjustable yoke that 
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consequently exerts to the wire a pull effect. This results in collection of the wire bundle 


in the net assembly. This event concurrently occurs on both the mentioned cables since 


they are strip-tied together. Figure 20 below shows the highlighted cable winder. 


 


Figure 20.The cable winder 


 As far as the entire system is concerned, the cable winder is appropriately 


mounted on a stand. In order to enhance the required stability and robustness, the winder 


is accordingly fixed to a wooden block measuring 3.5” by 3.5” by 19”. An aluminum 


bracket is then utilized in fixing the wooden block onto the plank to the front side. As 


well, a similar wooden block is cut and utilized in providing support of the plank at angle 


of 45 degrees. This wooden block was introduced mainly to offer the desired strength 


necessary to withstand the winder’s weight together with that of the cables. Figure 


21below illustrates this design. 
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Figure 21.Wood stand for mounting the winder 


The Camera 


 At the outset, this stage of cable crawler design and interfacing is executed in two 


phases, that is, Phase 1: Eken Camera, and phase 2 improved: GoPro Hero4 camera.In a 


nutshell, phase one of camera interfacing involves taking a comprehensive overview of 


the Eken Camera, a precise modification of the current camera in use – the Marine 


Camera.One key shortcoming of the camera in this phase is the power issue hence 


leadingthe camera designinto its second phase - the GoPro Hero4 camera. The manner in 


which power issues are dealt with will be thoroughlysubstantiated hence a justification of 


the project. 


 Foremost, thecamera formerly utilized for this purposes was the marine camera. 


With emphases being laidon improving mobility, enhancing functionality in any given 


water medium as well as the camera resolution, a better camera was sought.  


 Phase 1:The Eken Action cam 4 


 This project aimed at finding a suitable replacement and hence an improvement of 


the marine camera which had a number of shortcomings such as lower resolution and 
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shorter cable length which limited its movements hence a limitedarea of view. In order to 


have these loopholes filled up, the Eken Camera is utilized. Figure 22below show the 


Eken Action cam 4K wireless camera. 


 


Figure 22.The Eken Action cam 4K wireless camera 


 The Eken Action cam 4K wireless camera shown in figure 22 above is full HD 


(high definition) and Wi-Fi enabled. This is a great boost to the former marine camera 


which was not Fully HD. This feature improves the visibility trait hence improved 


underwater observation. In addition, the camera is wireless, a feature that aids in boosting 


the mobility aspect that this project intended to accomplish. With the wireless feature, the 


area under view is greatly increased. This implies that species in various parts of the 


water mass can be observed or studied. Furthermore, the above camera possess better 


frame rates as far as the video trait is concerned. These rates are 4K-10fps – 25 fps, and 


1080p – 60/30fps. Besides, the Eken Action cam 4K has a view lens that is wider (4 MP 


sensor) than the marine camera which has a 3.6 mm lens. The 4 MP sensor can permit 


viewing of up to 170 degrees compared to the marine camera which could only allow 60 


degrees wide view. The Eken camera has a 2” screen with a resolution of up to 320 x 


240. 
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 In terms of power, the Eken Action cam 4K is powered by a battery with a rating 


of 1050 mAh. On a full HD recording, this battery can last up to 3 hours. In case real-


time video streaming is required, a micro HDMI cable is used. Figure 23 below shows 


the external controls as well as buttons of which the aforementioned micro HDMI cable 


is a part of.However, wireless video streaming is also possible with this type of camera. 


The camera provides a live preview of whichever site to be streamed and/or captured. 


 


Figure 23.The external controls and buttons of the Eken camera 


 In summary, some of the technical specifications include:a 320 x 240 pixel 


resolution and 2” screen display; up to 30 m waterproof case; a 4K video @25fps (3840 x 


2160 pixels) or 2.7K video @ 30fps (2704 x 1524 pixels) or 1080p @ 30fps (1920 x 


1080 pixels) or 1080p @ 60fps (1920 x 1080 pixels); 4 MP/5 MP/8 MP/12 MP photo; 


HDMI and micro USB port as input/output; a 170 degrees view angle; a 1050mAh 


lithium rechargeable battery type; a battery life of 1050mAh (4K25/2.7K30/1080P60 1 


hour, 1080p30 1.5 hours); a micro SD card storage; a wave format audio with 176 kbps 


bitrate; dimensions of 59.3 x 24.6 x 41.1 (length x width x height); a 802.11 b/g/n built-in 


Wi-Fi; total weight of 64 g; and a waterproof casing (EKEN, 2016). 


 Moreover, this camera can be utilized for saline water applications. In order to 


have it utilized in such conditions, an RF 174 coaxial cable (customized) was bonded 
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onto the camera as well as the receiver. This cable helps in maintaining connection 


between the two devices as depicted in figure 24 below.  


 


Figure 24.A customized 174 RF cable bonded to Eken Camera case and to the cellphone 


 The type of coaxial cable needed to ensure a perfect connection between the 


camera and the receiver is as shown in figure 25 below. 


 


Figure 25.The RF cable with bonding patch to enhance connection between the camera 


and the receiver device 


 However, as it can be clearly singled out from the specifications section above, 


the above described camera has one drawback that was worth the consideration under this 


project - the power source limitation. The fact that the battery life of the type of battery 


used in this case is limited to only 2 – 3 hours triggered the mind of the designer to figure 
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out the possible ways of elongating this life so as to be available for use over a longer 


duration. This ushered in the phase 2 of the camera design. 


 Phase 2: The GoPro Hero4 Silver 


The key objective of this phase is to upgrade the camera system substantiated in 


the previous section so as to overcome the power limitation feature singled out in the 


Eken Action cam 4K. In order to upgrade the camera system, a GoPro Hero4 silver 


camera system as in figure 26 below was used. 


 


Figure 26.The GoPro Hero 4 Silver, with and without the case 


 This camera system is more powerful that the one under phase 1 above due to a 


number of features. Foremost, it has Bluetooth as well as a Wi-Fi connectivity which are 


more stable and cover a longer connectivity range than the one on Eken Action cam 


4K.These two features will enhance easier control and transfer of the recorded data to PC. 


The Smart Remote feature will also allow controlling of a number GoPro cameras from a 


given distance of up to 180 m (600’) away.Furthermore, the GoPro Hero 4 silver camera 


system is equipped with a CMOS type sensor with 12 MP. With this type of sensor, 


videos can be taken at quite higher resolutions of about 3840 x 2160 for an ultra-wide 
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FOV. It also has a SuperView video resolution mode that enhances quality of videos 


streamed. As well, the camera possesses a higher visibility even in low light scenarios, a 


feature that will facilitate easier underwater video capture. A video mode called Auto 


Low Light (usually on by default) is the one that enhances quality of photos/videos taken 


at night or when the area to be explored lacks sufficient light. This video mode does not 


onlypermit one to take videos in low-light settings but also when rapidly shifting in and 


out of the same low-light settings. In order to achieve best results and optimal exposure, 


the GoPro camera automatically fine-tunes its fps.  


 Moreover, the GoPro Hero 4 Silver outplays Eken Action when it comes to the 


battery capacity.  The capacity in this case is 1160 mAh as compared to 1050 mAh of the 


Eken Action camera. This battery require only 2 hours to be 100% charged when using 


auto or wall charger that is GoPro’s USB-compatible. 


 In addition to being waterproof, the mountable feature of this camera ensures that 


it is perfectly shockproof. Thus, the worries of having a camera device that will be 


disoriented through pulling or colliding are totally eliminated in this case. With most of 


the outlined features available, the total weight of the camera is about 5.2 oz. with the 


case and 2.9 oz. without the case. 


 In a nutshell, some of the technical specifications of the GoPro Hero 4 Silver 


camera utilized in this case include: 131.2 ft. underwater depth; waterproof and 


shockproof protection; focus free adjustment; automatic exposure mode; built-in display 


form factor; spot exposure metering; 30 sec shutter speed, ±2 EV range exposure 


compensation in ½ EV steps; CMOS sensor type; H.264 digital video format; 12.0 MP 
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camcorder sensor resolution and effective photo resolution; Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 


connectivity; and ISO (max) of 6400 (CNet, 2016). 


 The camera system is further enhanced by introducing a fully waterproof case 


known as the eye of mine casing which also has provision for a twin cable for both power 


and video cables to the device. In order to enhance wider and deeper underwater view, 


the cable can go up to 131.2 feet deeper. This cable is as shown in figure 27 below; 


 


Figure 27.The Eye of Mine camera case with power and video cables 


 As it can be clearly seen in figure 27 above, the smart coaxial cable includes both 


a power cable and an analog cable necessary for streaming video signals. The input is 12 


V using a standard 2.1 x 5.5 mm female barrel plug which is converted to 5 V in the 


housing. The cable (integrated) is about 1/8” (.12” .3 mm) in diameter. A locking BNC 


video plug is used together with a male RCA adapter. 


 In order to enhance more camera connectivity and build more cable connections, 


a special connector called GoPro 30 Pin Hero Port Connector exists which fits all models 


of GoPro that possess a Hero Port. This connector provide an electiveplastic shell that 


was utilized for cable making as well as for simple connectors that was utilized during 
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bread-boarding or with a personal computer. This connector is as shown in figure 28 


below. 


 


Figure 28.The GoPro 30 Pin HERO Port connectors 


 The connector shown was used in this project to have the video and power cables 


properly fitted on the camera.  


 Figure 29 below shows how connections were made with the GoPro 30 pin Hero 


port connector of figure 28. 
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Figure 29.Connections utilizing the GoPro 30 Pin HERO Port Connector 


  


 Another issue that was considered in this project section was the portable 


operation. This operation is suitable for the aquarium applications since lots of 


movements are required.The project took care of this by capitalizing on the USB power 


pack provision of the camera, and the power adaptor used is the COBY CA-11adapter 


(110/220 V AC; 300 mA; 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, and 12 V DC output; and 50/60 Hz frequency). 


This adapter is as shown in figure 30 below. 


 


Figure 30. The COBY power adapter 
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 The power pack used together with the adapter specified was the Cen-Tech 5 in 1 


portable power pack with jump start as in figure 31 below. The rationale behind this 


choice wasits capacity (high) and, more specifically, portability which makes testing in 


aquarium quite easy. Some of the key specifications of the power bank include: dual 12 V 


outlets; 12 V of up to 20 hours on a one charge only; 4-way LED work lights that are 


super-bright; 200 watt power inverter; maintenance free lead acid battery (18 Ah); 300 


PSI air compressor; dual AC outlets and heavy duty 6 AWG booster cables that have 


steel clamps (Harbor Freight Tool, 2016). With this power pack, the battery life of the 


camera will be greatly extended and can be lasting for days. The power pack is as shown 


in figure 31 below. 


 


Figure 31.The Cen-tech 5 in 1 portable power pack for easier testing in aquarium 


 The entire set-up with all the devices discussed above can be represented in a 


number of ways. The two of them are shown in the subsequent figures 32 and 33 below. 
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Figure 32.The camera set-up (with TV, Receiver device, Transmitter device, and the 


power pack) 


 As per figure 32 above, the left circle represents a transmitter device connected to 


the camera with the analog cable for video signal transfer. As well, the right circle is the 


receiver device which connects to the TV. The oval circle in the middle of the picture 


shows the power cable for the transmitter that goes to a power outlet, and receiver on the 


right side also has another power cable that is from the receiver to a power outlet on the 


wall (Same for Transmitter).The portable power pack (the redbox) is only used to power 


the TV. 


As for figure 33, a sample flow-chart of the system in figure 32 above is sketched. 
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Figure 33.F/C for the arrangement in figure 32 


 It can be clearly seen that there video transmission is purely wireless as there is no 


connection between the transmitter and the receiver devices. Figure 34 below shows the 


wireless transmitter devices that were utilized. 


 


Figure 34.The wireless Video and Audio transmitter and receiver devices used 


 Another vital step under this design phase entailed powering the camera down 


between the taken shots or videos. This control feature was achieved through the use of a 
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low power microprocessor. This helps to greatly conserve the life of the camera battery, 


especially in time-lapse sequences. The concept here is that the camera did not go to 


sleep or turn off after or between shots – it remains on especially when operating in time 


lapse mode. This means that battery charge is depleted when not in use. Figure 35 below 


shows the arrangement. This can act as a future enhancement for the cable crawler 


design. 


 


Figure 35.A simple controller for the camera battery 


 The electronic circuit and the IAR Embedded Workbench code snippet are shown 


under the appendices section. 


 


 


CHAPTER 3.5 


CABLE CRAWLER SET UP AND TESTING 
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CHAPTER 4 


ENHANCEMENTS 


The Micro – Computer with LED 


 Another important design phase of the crawler is the microcontroller aspect where 


an Arduino development board (Arduino Uno) which contains ATmega328 


microcontroller is used to blink an LED. That is, a program is written using the Arduino 


IDE and fed to the Arduino (process referred to as Arduino programming) which then 


switches the LED on and off at a given time interval. The programmed system is placed 


on the cable management system stand as in figure 36below.  
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Figure 36.An LED control on the stand of cable management system 


 In order to regulate the brightness of the LED, a photo resistor is used whose 


resistance varies as per the level of brightness (inversely proportional to the darkness 


level). That is, during darker moments, the resistance of the photo resistor is very low 


hence allowing maximum current to flow thus a brightest LED is observed. The reverse 


is true in that the brighter the environment the dimmer the LED. Therefore, the use of a 


photo resistor in the system enhances efficient use of the power available. 


 The key aim of incorporating this system on the crawler is to increase visibility of 


the cable management system even during darker environments or at night. Figure 37 


below shows a sample circuit diagram of the microcontroller with the location LED. 


 


Figure 37.The circuit diagram for the LED control 
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 However, this aspect is a call for future researcherswhich seek to further improve 


on the crawler system. With the miniaturization of the control circuit indicated and 


subsequent mass production of waterproof circuits, this will be easily achieved. 


The Thermo-sensor (Temperature Sensor) 


 Another aspect worth considering is the measurement of the underwater 


temperature. As it has been discussed, the cable crawler is limited to only warmer 


environments and is hampered by the ice cold sea waters. As such, it will be prudent to 


design a temperature sensing device that will help in determining the temperature of a 


given environment before deploying the crawler. 


 The project recommends a microcontroller based temperature sensing device. Just 


as in the case of LED control, the thermo-sensor will also be controlled by a 


microcontroller (ATmega 328) which is inbuilt in or part of the Arduino Uno 


development board. Figure 38 below shows the arrangement where the thermo-sensor is 


interfaced with the Arduino.The only requirements for the circuit are: an Arduino Uno 


development board to hold the program code, a breadboard to offer interconnection 


surface for the components, a thermo-sensor to detect the temperatures, and a resistor to 


limit the current within the only required range.The thermo-sensor will be programmed 


so as to detect the environmental temperature. With this enhancement, the operation of 


the cable crawler will be well monitored besides increasing its general functionality as it 


will be deployed in suitable conditions. 
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Figure 38.Interfacing a thermo-sensor with Arduino for temperature measurement 


 As per figure 39 below, the manner in which testing is executed is depicted. A 


snippet of the results of the temperature readings is displayed in figure 40. 


 


Figure 39. Arrangement for Testing of the circuit operation as in figure 38 
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Figure 40.The temperature reading on the thermo-sensor as in circuit arrangement of 


figure 38 


Camera 


 The enhancements that ought to be considered for the future design of the cable 


crawler are a controller device to regulate the power usage of the camera. As it has been 


pointed out, a video streaming session consumes a lot of power and the battery can only 


last up to 3 hours maximum. However, with a microprocessor controller as the one in 


figure 35 above, the camera can be made to turn off or sleep in between shots. This will 


ensure that power is depleted only when the camera is taking shots and not in between the 


sessions.  


 Furthermore, a camera that has the capability to fully stream videos in the 


wireless mode without the cable has to be developed. This will greatly enhance the 


mobility aspect of the crawler. 
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Figure 41.Wireless camera sea water testing 


The Navigation Distance 


 The current system is wired hence the farthest distance it can go is strictly 


depended on the cable length. This issue could be effectively be solved by having a 


wireless system. The world of sensors is undoubtedly expanding and is likely to take over 


the entire world. As such, future works may concentrate on how to make the crawler 


wireless so that it can be controlled from a remote area.  


The Casting Wheel (waterproof castors) 


 Another vital area of the cable crawler box design that requires further attention 


concerns the better mobility aspect of the crawler. Inasmuch as this project has 


introduced castors on the crawler to enhance its mobility in water, further enhancements 


can be done so as, first, to identify the best way in which the castors can be incorporated 


on the crawler, and second, the best models of casting wheels that can used to further 


enhance its underwater mobility. 
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 Since smaller wheels are prone to get stuck in muddy terrains, two proposals have 


been made – use of wheel’s shaft together with a mounting plate and use of threaded 


shaft with locking nuts to lock the four wheels which are 4”-5” in diameter to the shaft 


and the mounting plate. 


Case 1: Wheels’ Shaft and mounting plate (Du-Bro 400RV 4" Diameter Big Wheel


 Some of the features among many more desirable ones that these wheels possess 


include but not limited to: the wheels can either be deflated or inflated via a very small 


valve that is located on the side of the tire; the tires are very smooth and inflatable in 


addition to bearing a positive seal air valves; the wheels have an axle diameter of 5/32”; 


and they as well feature two piece bolts as well as hubs and their corresponding hub caps. 


) 


 As per feature two above, this wheel system will enhance the mobility of the 


cable crawler in a bigger way. That is, with the inflatable capability of the tires, their size 


can be expanded when in muddy terrains of the underwater so as to minimize chances of 


getting stuck. In addition, this feature as well as the first one can help prevent any form of 


damage occurring to the cable crawler in case of an accident. With the axle diameter of 


5/32”, the process of mounting the wheel onto the cable crawler is made easier. 


Furthermore, the nature of the wheels itself (rubber) ensures that there is less bouncing of 


the system above (the cable crawler box). This ensures that all components remain intact 


and thus little chances of damage. 


 Some key specifications of this wheel system include but not limited to: 11.5” x 


6” x 1.5” dimensions; weight of about 8.8 ounces; smooth wheel surface;fully inflatable 


together with positive air seal valves; 5/32” axle hole diameter; requires only an air 
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pump; and come with 2 hub caps, 5 nuts and bolts (already preassembled), 2 hub cap 


brass tube supports, and 2 hub cap screws. The wheels are as shown in figure 42 below. 


 


Figure 42 Du-Bro 400RV 4" Diameter Big Wheel (2-Pack) 


 There is one parameter of motion that has to be considered in this case - the 


rolling friction. In sticky or muddy/softer grounds, the movement of the wheel will be 


slowed hence adding to the rolling friction. As per equation 3 below, the rolling friction 


is directly proportional to the weight of the wheel. Thus, with this light wheels, the 


friction is appreciably minimized hence enhancing motion. 


𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 =  𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)        [3] 


Where: 


 FR


 μR  is the rolling friction’s coefficient for the two surfaces 


 is the rolling friction’s resistive force 


 W is the weight of the rolling wheel 


 Cosine(a) is the cosine of the inclination angle 
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With the help of the 3D printer in the laboratory, the shaft of the wheel system will be 


designed. The dimensions of the shaft will be approximated to 9.8” x 5.8” x 7.3” so as to 


properly accommodate the cable crawler box. The shaft system and its dimensions is as 


shown in figure 44 below. 


 


Figure 44. The shaft system to be designed using 3-D printer 


 


Case 2: Threaded shaft with locking nuts 


 As for the second case, the locking nuts will be utilized in locking the shaft of the 


wheel together with the mounting plate. This wheel system is as shown in figure 43 


below.The belt/chain of the system is made up of aluminum and rubber.As stated before, 


the reason for aluminum selection is its ability to withstand rusting and corrosion and it 
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possesses a better durability under the pressure of sea water. The cable crawler will be 


mounted onto the tank chassis with the help of locking nuts and bolts. However, the 


terrain where this wheel system is used ought not to be too soft to let it sink. On the 


flipside, the surface area possessed by the wheel system will as well aid in increasing the 


crawler’s ability to stay on the terrain surface. Thus, wider dimensions compared to those 


of the crawler itself are proposed. 


 


 


Figure 43.A threaded shaft wheel system 
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APPENDIX 


A: Arduino script for the LED control of section 4.1 


// light sensor 


const int RLED=9; 


const int RRLED=11; 


const int LIGHT=0; 


const int MIN_LIGHT=200; 


const int MAX_LIGHT=900; 


int val=0; 


 


void setup() 


{ 


  pinMode(RLED, OUTPUT); 


} 


 


void loop() 


{ 


  val=analogRead(LIGHT); 


  val=map(val, MIN_LIGHT, MAX_LIGHT, 255, 0); 


  val=constrain (val, 0, 255); 


  analogWrite(RLED, val); 


  delay(500);   


  analogWrite(RLED, LOW); 
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  delay(1300); 


 


  val=analogRead(LIGHT); 


  val=map(val, MIN_LIGHT, MAX_LIGHT, 255, 0); 


  val=constrain (val, 0, 255); 


  analogWrite(RRLED, val); 


  delay(500);   


  analogWrite(RRLED, LOW); 


  delay(1300); 


} 


 


B: Arduino Scrip for the Thermo-sensor arrangement of figure 26 
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C: The Camera controller circuit to conserve power 


 


D: The IAR Embedded Workbench code for the battery controller 


//********************************************************************* 


//  GoPro HD Camera Control using BUS connector 


//  for MSP430F2012 


//  Uses PWR/MODE button to wake camera up and take photo in One Button Mode 


//  Set SHOT_RATE for number of seconds between shots 


//  If not using xtal control, time requires CALIBRATION 


//  closes PWR button for 250 mSec to wake up camera 


//  waits  3.75 seconds for snap and store 


//  closes PWR button for 3 seconds to turn camera off 


//  flashes LED to indicate start of next cycle 


//  Peter Jennings  http://benlo.com/msp430 


//********************************************************************* 
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#include "msp430.h" 


 


#define SHOT_RATE 60    //   seconds between shots 


#define CALIBRATION 7  //   calibration to improve accuracy 


#define WAITING 0    //   waiting for next cycle 


#define STARTING 1   //   button down to start 


#define WAITING_CAMERA 2  //   waiting for camera to take pic 


#define STOPPING 3   //   button down to stop 


 


static int tick; 


static int state; 


static int time;  // seconds since last save 


void main(void) 


  { 


  WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD;           // Stop watchdog timer 


  P1SEL |= 0x00;                      // P1.1 option select - just I/O 


  P1DIR |= 0x11;                      // Set P1.0 P1.4 to output direction 


  P1OUT |= 0x10;                      // LED off, GoPro button off 


  BCSCTL2 |= DIVS_3;                  // SMCLK/8 


  WDTCTL = WDT_MDLY_32;               // WDT Timer interval 32mS 


  tick = 0; 


  time = 10;                       // wait for cap to charge up 


  state = WAITING; 
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  IE1   |= WDTIE;                  // Enable WDT interrupt 256 mSec 


  _BIS_SR(LPM0_bits + GIE);        // Enter LPM0 with interrupt 


  } 


 


// Watchdog Timer interrupt service routine 


 


#pragma vector=WDT_VECTOR 


__interrupt void watchdog_timer(void) 


  { 


  if ( (state == STARTING) && (tick >= 1 ) )  // start takes .25 seconds 


      { 


      state = WAITING_CAMERA; 


      P1OUT  |= 0x10;           // button up 


      } 


  if ( tick & 0x03 )            // most of the time 


     { 


     P1OUT &= ~0x01;            // LED off and go back to sleep 


     } 


  else                          // about once very 1.024 seconds 


     { 


     time++; 


     if ( (state == WAITING) && (time >= SHOT_RATE+CALIBRATION) )  // time for 


photo 
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         { 


         P1OUT &= ~0x10;             // button down 


         time = 0; 


         tick = 0; 


         state = STARTING; 


         } 


     else if ((state == WAITING_CAMERA) && (time >= 4) ) // time to turn off 


         { 


         state = STOPPING; 


         P1OUT &= ~0x10;             // button down 


         } 


     else if ((state == STOPPING) && (time >= 7)) // should be off now 


         { 


         state = WAITING; 


         P1OUT  |= 0x10;             // button up 


         P1OUT  |= 0x01;           // LED flash to indicate done cycle 


         } 


     } 


  tick++;                  // 256 mSec ticks 


  } 
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